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Norrbotten NEO  |  The Age of Wire and String

The Age of Wire and String
Deformed structures call for deformed expressions

 1-8 Rolf Wallin  The Age of Wire and String (2005)   
  (b.1957) fl (pic, afl), cl (bcl), pf, vn, va, vc
    1  Snoring, Accidental Speech   1’04  
    2  Dog, Mode of Heat Transfer in Barking  1’32 
    3  Half-life of Walter in the American Areas  0’32 
    4  Food Storms of the Original Brother  1’29 
    5  The Golden Monica 1’11  
    6  Leg of Brother Who Died Early 1’10  
    7  Food Costumes of Montana  2’31 
    8  Swimming, strictly an Inscription 0’56 

 9 Fausto Romitelli  Nell’alto dei giorni immobili (1990)  8’28    
  (1963-2004) fl, cl, pf, vn, va*, vc** 

 10-16 David Felder partial [dist]res[s]toration (2002)
  (b.1953) fl (pic, afl, bfl), cl (bcl), perc, pf, vn, va, vc + electronics
    10  a puro sol escribo...  1’37 
    11  I remember, I remember 1’54    
    12  I sing... 1’16  
    13  because I sing... 1’32  
    14  and because I sing 1’35 
    15  Ris de ton nom... 4’59  
    16  Die Felder sind grau...  2’44

 17 Chaya Czernowin Ina (1988)  11’49
  (b.1957) Bass flute and 12 prerecorded flutes

 18 Anders Hultqvist Light Winter Light (2007)  11’03
  (b.1955) fl, cl  (bcl), perc, pf, vn, va, vc, db***
     TOTAL TIME 57’29

Petter Sundkvist conductor
Sara Hammarström flute, Robert Ek clarinet, Christian Svarfvar violin, Kim Hellgren viola,  
David Gammelgård cello, Daniel Saur percussion, Mårten Landström piano, 
*Linnea Nyman viola, **Erik Wahlgren cello, ***Danijel Petrovic double bass
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From left to right: Sara Hammarström fl ute, David Gammelgård cello, Robert Ek clarinet, 
Christian Svarfvar violin, Kim Hellgren viola, Daniel Saur percussion, Mårten Landström piano

Tradition and experimentation
Formed in January 2007, Norrbotten NEO is funded by the national, regional and muni-
cipal governments, and has a mission to perform throughout the country, as well as in-
ternationally. NEO has a core ensemble of seven musicians: fl ute, clarinet, percussion, 
piano, violin, viola and cello.

NEO regularly incorporates new commissions into its repertoire and stages at least one 
chamber opera production annually under the name Piteå Chamber Opera. NEO has its 
home in Piteå, at the newly built Acusticum complex located in Sweden’s northernmost 
province. Acusticum offers a unique working environment complete with a concert hall 
boasting world-class acoustics, a ”black box” theatre, as well as state of the art broad-
casting and recording studios.



a great admiration for how the Laps led their lives and states that we should take there 
‘natural’ living as a role model for our own existence. As a token to this there are parts 
of a Sami joik discreetly put into the piece, but its shadow also spreads out into wider 
areas of the music.

Last but not least; as music and plants are structures that grow and evolve in time (sic) 
there is especially one principle that often comes to use when one wants to describe the 
character of this development, namely the Fibonacci or Lucas series. These mathematical 
series evolve in the form of an exponential logarithmic curve and quite often can describe 
how organic material develops and structures itself. (See for example the Sunflower or the 
Nautilus shell, &c.) Two numbers beside each other in the series also describe the relation-
ship called the ‘Golden section’ which often appears both in nature and in the arts.

The basic material, i.e. the frequencies and rhythms, that makes up the sounding material 
of Light Winter Light, from minute details to larger patterns, thus evolves in relation to the 
Lucas-series – 2,1,3,4,7,11,18,29,47,76,123,199...and so on.

Anders Hultqvist
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the chamber ensemble norrbotten neo founded 2007, 
is driven by an ambition to give a voice to the present. What is 
the sound of our time? The American author Ben Marcus made 
a sensational debut in 1996 with his novel The Age of Wire and 
String. The novel describes a world that defies the laws of phys-
ics and language but finds its own set of rules in a new logical 
existence.

The last decades modern science with the string and chaos theo-
ries has given us a peek into new worlds beyond our imagina-
tion. In a similar way, space flights and information technology 
has forever changed our views about time and space.

Deformed structures call for deformed expressions. Con-
temporary art music has long foreseen those broad-
ened perspectives where established sets of musical rules 
and laws have given away to new means of expression.  
The home of NEO is Studio Acusticum, situated in the small town 
of Piteå in the far north of Sweden.  On site – linked to the School 
of Music and Luleå University of Technology – a number of con-
cert halls and studios aimed for sound technic, video-, radio and 
TV production can be found. Linked to artistic research and re-
search within sound technology and acoustics, the environment 
provides a milieu that provides NEO with different means to 
achieve the vision of giving a voice to our time – The Age of 
Wire and String.

Petter Sundkvist, Artistic Director



rolf Wallin (1957-) is one of the foremost contemporary Nordic composers, widely 
performed and commissioned internationally. His musical background spans from jazz, 
avant garde rock and early music to traditional classical training, and this versatility is 
reflected in an exceptionally many-faceted list of compositions. Wallin’s compositional 
output covers a wide range of techniques and expressions: from strictly absolute music to 
music theatre and installations, from elaborate computer-aided composition in his instru-
mental music to strongly intuitive music for the stage. Wallin’s music often connects directly 
with the world around him, most notably in later works such as Act (2004), a celebration 
of the power of cooperation, Concerning King (2006), based on speech patterns from 
Martin Luther King, and Strange News (2007), which tells the story of the rehabilitation 
of child soldiers in Africa. 

the age of Wire and string consists of 8 short movements: 
1. Snoring, Accidental Speech  
2. Dog, Mode of Heat Transfer in Barking  
3. Half-life of Walter in the American Areas  
4. Food Storms of the Original Brother  
5. The Golden Monica 
6. Leg of Brother Who Died Early  
7. Food Costumes of Montana  
8. Swimming, strictly an Inscription 

The Age of Wire and String borrows its title, and also the titles of its movements, from the 
debut novel by the American author Ben Marcus. This wonderful and highly unusual book 
describes a world totally different from ours, a world that defies earthly laws of nature, but 
that still seems to have its own set of laws and logic, consistent, yet ungraspable. While 
reading the book, I found that this description fits equally well to the abstract world of 
music, especially modern art music, with its ability to transport our mind to places never 
visited before. The Age of Wire and String consists of many small miniatures, some of 
them very short. The piece was commissioned by Ensemble Court-Circuit. 

Rolf Wallin

anDers hUltQVist (1955-) was born in Stockholm but lived his first 20 years in Kiruna 
in the north of Sweden. From 1985 to 1989 he attended the composition programme 
at the Academy of Music and Drama, Göteborg University. In 1989 his orchestral work 
”Time and the Bell” was one of the prize winners at the Nordic Composition Competition 
in Göteborg, and in 1995 Anders Hultqvist was awarded the Christ Johnson prize by the 
Royal Swedish Academy of Music for the same piece. ”Time and the Bell” has since trav-
eled to many orchestras around the world.

Besides writing for different orchestral, chamber music and electro-acoustic settings, he 
has also been involved in theatre and film projects as well as sound art performances. He 
is currently involved in two artistic research projects financed by the Swedish Research 
Council. The projects are ”Into Noise – Art based musical, architectonic and acoustic 
investigations of contemporary urban sonic space” and ”Towards an expanded field of 
art music”. In addition to his artistic work, he is currently Assistant Professor and head of 
dept. at the Academy of Music and Drama, Gothenburg University and has also been the 
director of the GAS-festival (Gothenburg Art Sounds) during the period 1998-2004.

light Winter light
Linné’s “Flower clock”, the writings about the travel to Lapland and a ‘growing’ mathe-
matical series are the themes that I have used as an inspirational ground in making the 
piece Light Winter Light.

Since music is something that unfolds in time my thoughts went to Linné’s flowerclock – 
Horologium florae. Here the blooming and closing of different flowers is used to depict 
the fleeting hours of day and night. This Linnéan idea of a ‘biological clock’ has since the 
18th century inspired many artists in different fields. (See Karin Martinssons book; Linnés 
blomsterur, Prisma) This idea of different flowers showing the time passing are incorpo-
rated into the piece by ten different musical ‘flowers’ whose unfolding and closing draws 
up the different formal parts of the piece.

The character of each musical flower can in a way be seen as a fantasy around some of 
the feelings Linné might have experienced when traveling on his ‘Nordic journey’. Rid-
ing on horseback through unknown country, encountering new places and cultures, must 
at times have been a harsh and bewildering experience. In his writings he also reveals 
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faUsto romitelli 

“At the centre of my composing lies the idea of considering sound as a material into 
which one plunges in order to forge its physical and perceptive characteristics: grain, 
thickness, porosity, luminosity, density and elasticity. Hence it is sculpture of sound, 
instrumental synthesis, anamorphosis, transformation of the spectral morphology, and 
a constant drift towards unsustainable densities, distortions and interferences, thanks 
also to the assistance of electro-acoustic technologies. And increasing importance is 
given to the sonorities of non-academic derivation and to the sullied, violent sound of 
a prevalently metallic origin of certain rock and techno music.”

Fausto Romitelli (1963-2004) graduated in composition at the Conservatorio “Giuseppe 
Verdi” of Milan and subsequently went on to take part in advanced courses at the Ac-
cademia Chigiana of Siena and the Scuola Civica of Milan. In 1991 he moved to Paris to 
study the new technologies at the “Cursus d’Informatique Musicale” of Ircam, with which 
he also collaborated as “compositeur en recherche” from 1993 to 1995.

Although his attention was directed to the principal European musical experiences (Györ-
gy Ligeti and Giacinto Scelsi, in particular), his main inspiration was drawn from French 
spectral music, in particular Hugues Dufourt and Gérard Grisey. Romitelli also pursued his 
personal research outside the cultured avant-garde, meaning that his music also accom-
modates an expressive content of great eloquence and a violent sonic impact of consider-
able formal complexity.

After a series of successes at various international competitions, at Amsterdam, Frankfurt, 
Graz, Milan, Stockholm and Siena (first prize at the Casella in 1989), Romitelli’s music 
was routinely played at the main international concert venues. At festivals ranging from 
the Festival Musica of Strasbourg, the Festival Présences of Radio France and the Ars 
Musica of Brussels to the Saisons of the Ircam-InterContemporain, the Venice Biennale, 
and the Festival Milano Musica, his works were performed by ensembles and orchestras 
that included Ictus, L’Itinéraire, Court-Circuit, InterContemporain, Musiques Nouvelles, 
ensemble recherche, Alter Ego, the RAI National Symphony Orchestra and the Rundfunk-
Sinfonieorchester Berlin, with commissions from institutions such as the French Ministry 
of Culture (Acid Dreams & Spanish Queens and Professor Bad Trip: Lesson II), Musiques 

Czernowin composed the opera Pnima...ins Innere for the Munich Biennale in the year 
2000. This work is based on the story “Momik” from David Grossman’s book “See Under: 
Love”. The musical theatre fragment Adama (2004/05) was created as a contemporary 
counterpoint to Mozart’s unfinished singspiel ZaïdeAdama and was premiered at the 
Salzburg Festival in 2006. The adventurous journey of the bizarre “Mumins” to the dread-
ed “Hatifnatten” is described in the form of “Klangtheater” (sound theatre). The text is 
based on poems by Stefan George and the children’s books “Mumin” by Tove Jansson.

In addition to music theatre compositions, Czernowin has composed numerous works for 
chamber music groups and ensembles. In 2003, Winter Songs was completed. The large-
scale triptych Maim (2001/2007) for orchestra and five solo instruments, which traces the 
movements of water, was premiered at the Festival MaerzMusik in Berlin under the baton 
of Johannes Kalitzke with the Konzerthausorchester Berlin.

Czernowin has received numerous awards for her compositions, including the Kranich-
stein Music Prize (1992), Asahi Shimbun Fellowship Prize (1993), the Schloss Solitue Fel-
lowship (1996), the IRCAM reading panel (1998), the Encouragement Prize by the Ernst 
von Siemens Music Foundation (2003) and the Rockefeller Foundation Prize (2004).

ina for live bass flute and six pre-recorded bass flutes and piccolos
The idea of the composite instrument can be traced back to the works I wrote for pre-
recorded and live soloist beginning around 1988. In my works Afatsim for mixed en-
semble, Die Kreuzung for U (Alto-Shô or Accordion), Alto-Saxophone and Double-bass, 
and the String Quartet, disparate instruments become a single composite instrument. 
Contrarily, in Ina and other pieces of this time, a singular instrument is unbraided into 
disparate voices. At the time, this suggested an exploration into the drama of the singular 
persona (and thus the singular per former) confronted with the many divergent voices 
within. Ina unequivocally retains a cer tain narrative and dramatic conception in its play 
between the soloist and his or her internal environment. The piece is dedicated to John 
Sebastian Winston. (Chaya Czernowin)
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Each movement is subtitled and reflects a poetic image:
1. a puro sol escribo... (I write in the pure sun...) Pablo Neruda 
2. I remember, I remember Memory the great pretender Robert Creeley 
3.a. I sing... 
3.b. because I sing... 
3.c. and because I sing Pablo Neruda 
4. Ris de ton nom... (laugh at the sound of your name) Rene Daumal 
5. Die Felder sind grau... Anonymous

The electronics were realized by David Kim-Boyle (textures) and Benjamen Thigpen 
(resonances) in 2001 and 2003.

Beth Levy, San Francisco Contemporary Music Players 2008

chaya czernoWin

Chaya Czernowin gives an impressive display of where advanced music theat re can 
end up – deep down in the dark shafts of the subconscious, beyond all reality and 
verbalisation. (Claus Spahn, Die Zeit)

Chaya Czernowin (1957-) was brought up in Israel. She commenced studies in compo-
sition at the Rubin Academy in Tel Aviv and from the age of 25 has lived in Germany, 
Japan, the USA and Austria. Thanks to her teachers Abel Ehrlich, Dieter Schnebel, Brian 
Ferneyhough and Roger Reynolds and also a series of scholarships and prizes, she was 
able to devote herself intensely to the development of her musical language. Czernowin’s 
compositions have been performed at more than forty festivals throughout the world. She 
has been in great demand as a teacher due to her profound knowledge of experimental 
contemporary music. She taught composition at the Yoshiro Irino Institute in Tokyo in 
1993/94 and at the International Summer Courses for New Music in Darmstadt between 
1990 and 1998. From 1997 to 2006, she was professor for composition at the University 
of California San Diego, and she taught at the University of Music and Performing Arts 
in Vienna from 2006 to 2009. She received invitations to attend as a guest professor in 
Gothenburg and Seoul. Since 2003, she has been the director of the International Sum-
mer Academy for young Composers in Schloss Solitude near Stuttgart, and in 2009 she 
was appointed professor for composition at the University of Harvard.

Nouvelles (Professor Bad Trip: Lesson I), Ictus (Professor Bad Trip: Lesson III), la Musique et 
les Arts (Mediterraneo), Radio France (Cupio Dissolvi), Ircam (EnTrance), the Gulbenkian 
Foundation (The Nameless City), Milano Musica (The Poppy in the Cloud), L’Itinéraire 
(Blood on the Floor, Painting 1986) and the Royaumont Foundation (Lost and An Index 
of Metals).

Struck down by fatal illness, Fausto Romitelli died on 27 June 2004 at the age of 41.

Roberta Milanaccio (translated by Hugh Ward-Perkins)

DaViD felDer (1953-) has long been recognized as a leader in his generation of Ameri-
can composers.  His works  have been featured at many of the leading international festi-
vals for new music including Holland, Huddersfield, Darmstadt, Ars Electronica, Brussels, 
ISCM, North American New Music, Geneva, Ravinia, Aspen, Music Factory, Bourges, 
Vienna Modern, IRCAM Agora, and many others,  and earns continuing recognition 
through performance and commissioning programs by such organizations as the New 
York New Music Ensemble, BBC Orchestra, Arditti Quartet, American Composers Or-
chestra, Buffalo Philharmonic, American Brass Quintet, Ensemble InterContemporain and 
many others.  Felder’s work has been broadly characterized by its highly energetic profile, 
through its frequent employment of technological extension and elaboration of musical 
materials (including his “Crossfire” video series), and its lyrical qualities.

partial [dist]res[s]toration (2002) was written on a commission from the Fromm Founda-
tion for the extraordinary musicians of the New York New Music Ensemble. It is in seven 
brief ‘movements’, with some of these joined directly together.

Numerous materials are brought together in this composition: both newly composed frag-
ments and those rescued from older sketch pads — all are subjected to both ‘restoration’ 
(making the older appear refreshed), and ‘distressing’ (newer materials are treated to 
‘age’ them). And the word ‘partial’ refers both to incomplete presentation, and to the 
harmonic series, which serves overtly to harmonize the different things.
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